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Abstract

In the 21st century, the internet and web-Based systems represent the primary strategic resources in the world. Majority population of the world use it every day and everywhere without exception. This study proposes to design a web-based registration for pilgrims in Iraq. In order to give all Iraqi citizens accessibility to make the registration available even properly, easily, and without tiredness. The main problems facing the organizers of this event in Iraq are due to two issues. The first one is the manual usage it is difficult to trace if hajj registered more than once. Secondly, it will take a long time for the potential pilgrims to know about the date and schedule for travel.

This system will use the national number and passport number to login in the system and to register with prevents duplication happen. The pilgrim would also be able to be connected to SMS to know date and time for travel. The system will be developed by using UML to analysis and JSP with SQL server 2008 to create the registration system. Finally, it is very important to design an electronic system. That will enable the Iraqi citizens to register in the system in anytime and anywhere toward give more accurate information.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Information Systems (IS) become a crucial point for organizations to survive in technology-focused environment. The increases amount of resources is usage in information system infrastructures organizations. In order it is to give best services and importance outcomes.

There are now over half-million Web sites that interest millions of visitors daily. More Web sites existences are used as an electronic system for mass media, newspapers, journals, program and advertising, overly that the Multimedia Web Database is the way to go for the Web sites. More of the obvious goals for publishing information on the Web are to make the data available to actual users. Therefore, the user gets the data when he needs it (Yew, 2000). The services provide by web interface perform for a group of operations linked by network unified standard. The web will execute one function or more to describe formal XML named service specification, which provided requirements to activate at interact for this service needed, transport protocols, overall message formats, and location (Koshutanski, 2009).

Short Message Service (SMS) allows users to connect silent. Telling are they during incorporation of Alphanumerical characters with 160 characters per one SMS message. It has come in global links because SMS is very cheap, more speed, and a high efficient
The contents of the thesis is for internal user only
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